Happenings
Living Compassionately

A

h, such a rich month, filled with
potential potholes for our joy and yet
also the month of gratitude. Here in the
Northwest, the Long Gray officially
starts. The days really get shorter and the
beautiful October leaves are just soggy mush on
the ground.
There are the Thanksgiving family gettogethers that can be joy or dread filled—or may
not even happen this year. And, then there’s that
election thing at the beginning of the month.

Sunday Mornings
Zoom: 789 699 326
Meditation: 10:45 a.m.
Service: 11 a.m.

Senior Minister
Rev. David Robinson

“If the only prayer you say is
‘Thank you,’ it is enough.”
~ Meister Eckhart
Here in the United States, it’s the month of
gratitude based on the tradition of the pilgrims
after their first harvest in the new land. Half of
the original 100 English settlers and most of the
local Pawtuxet tribe had died that year. Still, the
settlers chose to follow a longstanding tradition
of giving thanks for the good that was present.
We can choose, this month, what we will
focus on. There’s much to be in fear, hurt or
anger about. Yet, our theme for the month is
being “Conduits of Compassion.” Giving thanks,
finding the good amidst the challenges, is a
powerful way to be conduits of compassion.
Compassion is love, the core quality of the
Infinite. This month, let us align with the Divine,
and let Love flow through us, lighting the dark.
~ Rev. David

The third annual
Deepening With the Divine
Retreat is scheduled for
Saturday, December 12th
This is a splendid way to
peacefully enter into the
holiday season with newly
gained inner wisdom.
Sign up by December 1st.

Sunday Talk Titles
with Rev. David
November 1st ~
Divine Authority to Choose
We demonstrate our divinity in our daily
choices. Choose wisely.

Brent Pendleton ,
Amy Shephard
& Shani Banai, our beloved
Music & Sound Team

Books of the Month

W

e all want to be fearless,
joyful, and fully alive.
We’re bombarded every day with
false promises of ways to make
our lives better—buy this, go here,
eat this. Until we get to the heart
of who we are and really make
friends with ourselves, everything
we do will always be superficial.

November 8th
What is God Giving You?
Our task is to awaken to all that has already
been given.
November 15th
Am I Engaged with Spirit?
Ours is to remember that we are Spirit
engaging in and as the world.
Note: Community Meeting
follows the service on the 15th.
November 22nd
God is Not Motivated if I’m Not
The Infinite is inherently neutral. We give it
direction and passion in our lives.
November 29th
The Grateful & Cheerful Receiver
Giving/receiving is the inbreath and breath,
the Yin/Yang of Spirit.

Core Council

Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader
Buffie Finkel, President
Teri Ecterling, Vice President
Larry Gilliam, Treasurer
Jean Hill-Miller, Secretary
Christi Johnson, Member at Large
Barbara Yanagimachi, Member at Large
Message Phone: (360) 255-7878
Mailing address:
3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327
Olympia, WA 98501
Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/csloly
Website: www.cslolympia.org
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Taking our lives as they are is the only path to
achieve what we all yearn for most deeply—to embrace
rather than deny the difficulties of our lives. These
teachings, framed around 59 traditional Tibetan
Buddhist maxims, point us directly to our own hearts
and minds. By working with them as everyday
meditations, Start Where You Are shows how we can
all develop the courage to work with our own inner pain
and discover true joy, holistic well-being and
unshakeable confidence.

K

aren Armstrong believes
compassion is intrinsic in all
human beings. Yet each of us
needs to work diligently to
cultivate and expand our capacity
for compassion. In this thoughtful,
book, she sets out a program that
can lead us toward a more
compassionate life.
The twelve steps Armstrong
suggests begin with “Learn About
Compassion” and close with “Love
Your Enemies.” In between, she
takes up compassion for yourself,
mindfulness, suffering, sympathetic joy, the limits of
our knowledge of others and concern for everybody. She
suggests concrete ways of enhancing our compassion
and putting it into action in our everyday lives. She also
provides a reading list to encourage us to hear one
another’s narratives. Throughout, Armstrong makes
clear that a compassionate life is not a matter of only
heart or mind but a deliberate and often life-altering
commingling of the two.
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Benevolence Fund
Planned

O

ur CSL community is moving forward to
establish a Benevolence Fund. The idea
was first presented by Marlisa Johnson at
our Finance Committee meeting in September.
After reviewing information about how the
fund would work, we discussed the pros and
cons. Before recommending it to the Core
Council we decided to set up a focus group to
work on establishing a Benevolence Fund. The
Council approved this recommendation and will
select a focus group at their next meeting.
The manner in which a Benevolence Fund
operates is specific to the guidelines the
organization establishes. The purpose of such a
fund is to assist individuals in need. When
properly established and functioning, it allows
donations to the fund to be tax deductible to
the extent allowed by the IRS.
The actual specifics of what constitutes a
need and who is eligible is something to be
included in the policy guidelines. Additionally,
the manner of establishing eligibility will be
determined by what is provided in the
guidelines. For example, there might be a
specific committee that reviews the
applications/requests and makes decisions
based upon the guidelines, available funds,
documentation, etc.
All of these specifics will be researched by
the focus group. Their recommendations will
then come before the Finance Committee for
their review. The Finance Committee will then
make their recommendation to the Core
Council who will make the final decision.
~ Denny Kautzmann, Finance Committee

Council Report

I

have had the opportunity to sit on
several not-for-profit boards in my life,
from local arts organizations in the
90’s, land and resource foundations after
2000, social support organizations, and of
course, CSL Olympia’s Core Council.
In this work, I’ve been on both sides of
the table, both as a grantee, asking for
financial support, and as a grantor providing
that support. I began this journey with
absolutely no training or experience, but
simply a passion for the work of providing
for a perceived need in the community.
It wasn’t until 2017 that I actually
received any real training courtesy of an
amazing organization called Board Chairs
Academy (BCA). Their focus is on teaching
members of an organization—board
members, program directors, staff or
others—what best practices are, from the
board on up. It includes how to be an
effective organization which provides the
structures and consciousness to really
create change in our shared society. BCA’s
goal is to empower both the individuals and
the board and through them, make the
organization successful.
Several members of our Core Council
have attended these trainings and we
continue to offer the training to current
members. You are in good hands with our
Core Council. Should you ever have a desire
to participate on the council level, you will
gain much, even as you share your gifts.
~ Buffie Finkel

The annual Interfaith Works Thanksgiving service will be held on
Sunday, November 22nd at 3 p.m. It will be live streamed on Facebook.
It is also likely to be live streamed on YouTube. Please go to:
https://www.interfaith-works.org/events for more information.
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I

Youth & Family Program
n November
our youth explore their spirituality. Mindfulness
N
expands attention and spiritual awareness and is a powerful
tool to help youth develop the skills to
promote peace from within and out in the world.

First Week: Spirituality
Using the sound of the bell, we practice
listening to the understanding and compassion
within us. We discuss what being spiritual
means to us and discover it is simply living with
the intention to see God in every circumstance.
This includes our thoughts, emotions, words,
deeds and aspirations.
Youth receive a special box and stones to
create their own personal daily affirmation
inspiration.

Second Week: Self-Mastery
Self-Mastery is like having a special super
power. It helps to guide us to be our best selves
with our words, our actions and our reactions.
We will discuss how self-mastery is similar to
integrity. We share things we do because it is
right, knowing we are being our best selves
each and every moment.
We will do hand-to-heart practice as a
reminder to be intentional with our behaviors
for our highest good. We also design our own
Mandalas.

Third Week: Leading from the Heart
All of us have the ability to act within our
moral values, doing what is right. In so doing,
we are an example for those around us to do
the same. When we are in alignment with our
good, we have all we need to act and/or react
from kindness, compassion and our shared
humanity.
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Youth will brainstorm
ideas of ways they can
be of service to others
and place them as
leaves on our Giving
Trees.

Fourth Week:
Right Action:
Understanding and Compassion
There is no limit to the creative
intelligence or the power of Spirit that is
the core of who we are. It is the source of
love that guides us to right action and
moves us from fearful places to loving
places.
This Thanksgiving, let’s shift our
thoughts to a place of gratitude.
Youth will play a Gratitude Scavenger Hunt
with each other and their families.

Fifth Week:
The Grateful & Cheerful Receiver
Youth and Teens will be invited to create
art, a poem or a short story/video
describing their most inspirational gift they
received this year.
~ Adrienne Cherry, Youth Director
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Prayer Support

Practitioners
Teresa Bielenberg
Linda Bremer
Sandy Dell
Susan Einhorn
Buffie Finkel

Marlisa Johnson
Alex Perlman
Sylvia Schroeder
Mary Wilde

Call the message phone:
(360)255.7878, ext. 4 to listen to
a prayer recorded by a Practitioner.
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Compassion Brings About Transformation

A

s of this writing Thich Nhat Hanh is
In this nascent stage of cultivation, it is
nearing his transition. He is rightfully
useful to have an anchor that will keep you
credited with dramatically expanding
grounded in a consciousness of compassion.
the global conversation on
This could be visualizing an image that brings
compassion, as well as being a decades long
you a sense of peace, a mantra that fills you
peace activist. He is a wonderful example of
with love or simply focusing on your breath. It
what it means to embody compassion and how
is vital that we practice this self-empathy
to express it in daily living.
daily—multiple times a day—so that a
What does it mean to embody compassion?
resilience can be established and reactivity
For me, I choose to focus on cultivating
lessened.
compassion. Cultivation is a
In the midst of a global
“If we’ve lost
dynamic process that involves
pandemic and the throes of
focused attention. Often in
an election season, tensions
ourselves in
meditation practices you will hear
appear to have gone past
anger,
blame
or
teachers say that, if you’ve lost
the breaking point. Social
focus, come back to the breath.
media is alive with hot-takes
jealousy, then
Bring your awareness to the
and opinions that seem to
we remind
inhalation and the exhalation and
stretch to the farthest
deepen into that natural rhythm.
reaches of absurdity. It is in
ourselves to
In the same way, we can come
these moments that the
come
back
to
back to compassion. If we’ve lost
ability to have a
compassion.”
ourselves in anger, blame, or
compassionate dialogue is
jealousy, then we remind ourselves
most needed.
to come back to compassion.
Thich Nhat Hanh says that “when
Initially, it is felt we should immediately
compassion is born, you don’t suffer anymore
begin practicing compassion with others.
when you look at the person who has harmed
While that may certainly be enticing, it is also
or hurt you. You no longer want to punish
challenging. I would suggest beginning with
that person. Instead, you want to help them
empathy for oneself so we may strengthen
suffer less.”
the practice and have it become muscle
The lessons gained during our daily
memory. The practice here is simply to
practice of self-empathy are now shared with
identify your thoughts, feelings and desires
others for the benefit of all. In this way, let
before impulsively acting on them. In this
us be loving attendants to compassion during
way, we can observe what is happening in the
these perceived challenging times.
moment and can have a more thoughtful
~ Tim Robinson, Practitioner in Training
response as opposed to a reaction.

“Compassion is the
radicalization of our times.”
~ Dalai Lama
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Cooking up Spiritual Nutrition for Hungry Souls

S

andy Dell has had a varied
spiritual background much like
many of us in the CSL community.
Raised Catholic, Sandy even
considered becoming a nun. But in her late
teens, Sandy was born again. She followed
this Christian fundamentalist movement for
25 years. Then disenchantment set in.
Enter Sandy’s husband, Malcolm, who
introduced her to New Thought principles.
Next stop: Center for Spiritual Living. “I
knew this belief system touched my soul on
a level that no other church or belief
system had previously,” Sandy said.
Rev. David’s ministry in Clarkston,
Washington was where Sandy first began
attending CSL in 2011. Core classes led to
practitioner training and graduation in
2016.
After Rev. David moved to Olympia,
Sandy became an outreach practitioner
from her home in Idaho. Now with ZOOM,
Sandy has become more active in CSL
activities and classes all over the United
States and is pleased to be involved in our
Olympia Center. “I am so grateful that,
through the limitations imposed by COVID
19, I can attend services online and
become part of a great community,” she
explained.
Sandy invites us to tap into her website
to learn more about her spiritual work at:
https://spiritualtoolsforhungrysouls.com/
about-spiritual-chef-sandy/
Her beautiful website introduces those
who may know little about New Thought to
the beliefs that guide it. It includes

prayers, treatments
and blog articles.
Sandy describes
one of her focuses
has been to write
and create programs
for the Spiritual/Not
Religious crowd as
well as New Thought
folks. “Religion is
belief in someone else’s spiritual
experience,” Sandy made clear.
“Spirituality is feasting on your own spiritual
experiences.”
Malcolm and Sandy have certainly had an
opportunity to feast on experiences that
could make or break any of us. Last month’s
newsletter described the calamity the Dells
experienced on Labor Day when they lost
their home to fire. They made a decision to
find the blessings in their fire experience.
“90 per cent of my to-do list went up in
smoke,” Malcolm said, demonstrating his
great sense of humor.
“One thing I am learning is that I am
stronger than I think I am,” Sandy declared.
It helped so much when the couple saw so
much goodness in the last few weeks. They
were gifted with a vehicle, clothing, food,
blankets, dishes, a microwave, kitchen
utensils and money.
“Maybe throughout my years of learning
to trust Spirit, teaching others to trust
Spirit, praying to trust Spirit, I did finally
learn to trust Spirit in all situations in my
life,” Sandy concluded. “Spirit really does
have our backs.”
~ Linda Sickles

“We can only be said to be alive in those
moments when we are conscious of our
treasures.”
~ Thornton Wilder
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Men’s Coffee
The CSL Men's coffee group enjoys a
Zoom gathering on Fridays from
10 a.m. to Noon. ID: 701 663 3216
Denny Kautzmann also hosts some
meetings in his home. For more info
contact: CSLDenny@gmail.com
The Women’s Circle will meet on Saturday,
November 21st. All CSL women are warmly
invited to attend our gatherings. To be added to
the Women’s Circle email list please contact
Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com

Gathering
Virtually

Shani Banai,
Sound Technician
Adrienne Cherry,
Youth Director

STAFF

Sunday services, meetings and
other gatherings are now
held exclusively on Zoom.
Please join us.
Sunday service ID# is:
789 699 326

Brent Pendleton,
Music Director

Sacred Sunday Meditation
Sunday, November 15th
6 to 7 p.m.
No cost, no dogma. Just
sweet, deep time with Spirit
in communion with others.
Use Sunday Service Zoom ID#

Marlisa Johnson,
Bookkeeper
Tiffany Merkel,
Administrative Assistant
Sandy Dell,
Website
Karyn Lindberg,
Newsletter Editor
Message Phone
(360) 255-7878
Website:

www.cslolympia.org

Contact cslolyoffice@gmail.com
for passwords.
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